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MINUTES OF THE MAY 1992 :MEETING 

P. Silva, A. McLean, J. McLean, A. Jung,virth, D. Langley, B. McCUI1)', J. Cburchward, 
K. Lambert, A. Gostling, R. Smith, A. Waugh & G. Cumming 

The President, Mr. Alan Jungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting@ 2011 

The President welcomed Mr. John Blakeborough as a visitor to the meeting. 

Minutes of the March Meeting :- Accepted as published. Silva/\Vaugh. 

Matters Arising:- The name of'S. McCurry' in the list of members present at the March meeting should read 
'B. McCurry.' 

Correspondence:- A postcard has been received from Ralph Montagu. He ,"1l.l be here in June. 

A schedule of works fortbe resignalling ofBallarat yard was received courtesy of the A.F.U.L.E. 

Langley/J. McLean. 

General Business :- Alan Jungwirth spoke of the Society's appreciation of the service given to the society by Jack 
McLean. Alan then formally thanked Jack for bis efforts and this was followed by acclamation from 
those present. 

David Langley spoke about the publication of "Somersault". David told the meeting that for various 
reasons there was now a need for an additional member oftbe Editorial Sub-committee. David then 
moved the following motion:- That the Editorial Sub-committee be increased to 2 persons. 
Langley/Waugh. Carried. 

The appointment oftbc new member of the Editorial Sub-committee was referred to the Committee. 

Tbe meeting was then adjourned by the President @20.19:35 for a Comrruttee meeting to appoint a 

person to the Editorial Sub-committee. 

The meeting was resumed @ 20.20:03 
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The President reported that as a result of the Committee meeting, David Langley is now the 
Managing Editor of "Somersault" and Andrew Waugh has been appointed to the Editorial Sub-
committee as Editor of "Somersault". 

David Langley, Managing Editor of "Somersault", reported that the May 1992 issue had been 
pubJjshed as a joint effort between himself and Andrew Waugh. lo future all contributions to 
"Somersault" should be sent to Andrew Waugh at the address given in "Somersault". 

Peter Silva brought to the attention of the Editorial Sub-committee the fact that in past issues of 
"Somersault", there were items that bad not been credited to the correct source. 

Alan Jungwirth led a discussion on the resignalling of Ballarat yard including the future of the 
signal boxes, the level crossing at Lydiard St. and the proposed timetable for the work. 

Glenn Cumming spoke on changes to signalling on the Main South Line in South Australia. 
Murray Bridge Train Control is still open controlling the C.T.C. between Tailem Bend and 
Wolseley as well as the branches radiating out ofTailem Bend. The Wolseley - Mount Gambier line 
has been controlled from Adelaide since Mount GambierTrain Control closed some years back. 
A.N.R. had plans to relocate all Train Control offices to Port Augusta in August 1992, but this has 
been shelved. The National Rail Cmporation (N.R.C.) will take over responsibility for all Train 
Control in South Australia in February 1993. Eventually Murray Bridge Train Control will be 
relocated to Adelaide when a new C.T.C. machine is installed. Crossing loops at Ki Ki and 
Culburra (Tailem Bend - Wolseley) have been removed and replaced by up and down permissive 
signals at each location. The crossing loops at Monteith (Murray Bridge - Tailem Bend) and Cookcs 
Plains (Tailcm Bend - Wolseley) are to be removed shortly. Cookes Plains is a C.T.C. crossing 
loop signalled with upper quadrant signals. Tailem Bend yard is being remodelled with the crossing 
loop being lengthened and the kinks being taken out of the track. New searchlight signals are being 
installed to replace upper quadrant signals. When the work is complete, the signal cabin at Tailem 
Bend will be abolished and Murray Bridge Train Control will assume control of the points and 
signals at Tailem Bend. When Murray Bridge Train Control transfers to Adelaide, the signalmen at 
Wolseley will be withdrawn and Wolseley will be controlled from Adelaide Train Control. Adelaide 
Train Control will then work with Melbourne Train Control and Wolseley will be unattended. 

:Andrew Waiigti and Glean Cummilig spoRe on-tberesi gn::.illin-t ofCliftoli Hill ti:Jat bad recently 
been commissioned. The system is based around a solid state interlocking located on the up 
platfom1 at Clifton Hill and controlled from Metro!. The Victoria Park control panel was switched 
in for tesling purposes 3 weeks prior to the occupation. It is believed that this was tbe first time tlie 
panel had been used for approximately 10 years. 

Train, terminated at Victoria Park, Bell, & Fairfield with buses running shuttles between the three 
stations. 

The last train through the old layout was al 00.21 on Saturday 09/05. "A" Box was booked out@ 
00.23 and "B" Box was booked out@ 00.35. The building and frame at "A" Box are to be preserved 
on site and tl:ie gates have been stacked behind the building. 

Keith Lambert compared the Clifton Hill commissioning to the comrnissiorung of the new Flinders 
St. "E" Box in 1976. lo 1976 not one train was cancelled but in 1992 buses were substituted for 
trains with tbe inevitable delays to tbe travelling public. 

Jack McLean gave details about the diversion of Western Line trains via Cressy and Mildura trains 
via Castlemaine during tbe period of the occupation at Ballarat. 

Rod Smith showed two photographs. One was taken by X.D. Gavan-Duffy showing a Mckeen car, 
a signal and a house and a<;ked whether it was possible to identify it. The second photo was of a 
Kerr-Stuart car alleged to be at Warrnambool and asked was this cor.rect? 

Syllabus item:- The President introduced Keith Lambert who gave a presentation of 100 slides of Victorian 
signalling from all areas of the state. 

Meeting closed:- @ 2210. 

Then to 60 Kenmare St. for supper. 

Next meeting Friday July 17, 1992 at the Uniting Church, Hotham St., Mont Albert commencing at 2000. 
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SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS 

The following alterations were published in WN 15192 to WN 23/92. The alterations have been edited to 
conse111e space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of the Weekly Notice. 

15.04.1992 

01.05.1992 

02.05.1992 

03.05.1992 

05.05.1992 

11.05.1992 

\Varrenheip 
On Wednesday 15.4.92 a Directional End of Train Detection System was installed and commissioned al 
Warrenheip. The End of Train Detector was situated at tile Up End fouling point on "A" track (Down Line 
Lead) (0.2514/92, WN 15/92) 

Clifton Hill 
On Friday 1.5.92 tile mechanical points No 27D were converted to clamp lock points in preparation for 
the resignalling of Clifton Hill. Locking Bar No 25 wa, disconnected and the lever sleeved in the Nom1al 
position. (0.2532/92, WN 16/92) 

Clifton Hill 
On Saturday 2.5.92 the mechanical points No 27U were converted to clamp lock points. Locking Bar No 
25 was disconnected and the lever sleeved in the Normal position (0.2531/92, WN 16/92) 

Clifton Hill 
On Sunday 3.5.92 the mechanical points Nos 13 and 31 were converted lo clamp lock. points. Locking 
Bars Nos 14 and 30 were disconnected and the levers sleeved in the Nom1al position 

(0.2552/92, WN 16/92) 

Portland 
On Tuesday 5.5.92 the Down end single ended points leading from the Main Line to Thomas Borthwick 
and Sons (Pacific) Ltd. Sidings were abolished. Insert a reference on Signalling Diagram No 8/90. 

(0.2551/92, WN 16/92) 

Clifton Hill, Westgarth 

Clifton Hill 

On Monday 11.5.92 the Signalling arrangements as indjcated on Signalling Diagram N2 1/92 (Jolimont -
Merri) became effective and Signalling Diagram N2 57 /87 (Jolimont - Merri) was cancelled. Diagram N2 
5/87 was amended. 
The following alterations became effective: 
I. Clifton Hill "A" and "B" Signalboxes were abolished. 
2. The new Signalling system, featuring Colour Light Signals, Electro-Hydraulic Clamp Locks and 

Dual Control Point Machines, will be remotely controlled by the Clifton Hill Area Control Panel 
in Metro!. 

3. Signal Post Phones are provided and connected to Metrol. 
4. Signal Post N2 21 has been abolished and replaced wit11 a Dwarf Signal (light) CHU 06 situated 

between the Up and Down lines. 
5. Down Home signals, Post N2 26 and Post N2 40, have been renumbered CHL104 and CHLI08 

respectively. 
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7. Up Automatic signals, Post Sl58 and Post S186, and Down Automatic signals, Post SI85 and 

Post T179, have been renumbered CHL023, CHL031, CHL0IO, and CHL028 respectively. 

8. Two position Up Home Semaphore signals, Post N2 30, Post N2 28, Post N1' 23, Post N2 24, and 

Post N2 25 were abolished and replaced with Three Position Light Home Signals numbered 

CHL121, CHU 19, CHL123, CHL103, and CHL128 respectively. 
9. Up Disc signal, Post N2 27, has been abolished aod replaced with a Dwarf signal (light) numbered 

CHL115 situated between the Up aod Down tracks (Epping Line) on the Down side of N1' 015 

Points. 
10. A Dwarf signal (light), numbered CHLI 18, situated .between N2 IA and N2 2 tracks for movements 

from N2 1A to either the Epping or Hurstbridge lines has been commissioned. 

11. A Dwarf signal (light), numbered CHLl 13, situated between N2 I and N2 IA tracks for movements 

from N21A to the Up line has been commissioned. 
12. Single ended points N°--s 9, 13, aod 31 have been renumbered 021, 013, and 0 18 respectively. 

13. Crossover points N% 17, 27, and 28 have been renumbered 003, 015, and 008 respectively. 

14. Signal ended points N2s 18 and 19 have been converted to double ended points NC! 004. 

15. The Interlocked Gates at Ramsden Street (6.420 km) were abolished and replaced by Automatic 

Boom Barriers. 
16. Up Home signal, Post N2 2, and Down Home signal, Post N2 4, (Westgarth) were renumbered 

CHL131 and CHL132 respectively. 
17. The Dual Controlled points, N2 3 (Westgarth) were renumbered CHL030. NOTE These points arc 

the only dual controlled set provided at Clifton Hill. 

Failure of Home Signals 

In the event of the failure of Signals CHL103, CHL104, CHL108, CHL119, CHL121, CHL123, or 

CHL128, a Signalman's Caution Order (2377) must be issued to the Driver as an aul.bority to pass I.he 

Defective Signal. 
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An Emergency Panel has been provided in the station building situated on the Up platfom1 for use under 

direction in the event of failure of the remote control or when release is given from Metro!. 

A yellow indication above the key switch will indicate when the panel can be changed from Remote 

Operation (Centre position) to Local Operation (2 o'clock position) and "Switch In." 

To "Switch in" the 5P key is inserted into the key switch and turned to the right to the local control 

position. A green light located above this position indicates when in local control. 

\\'hen "switched in" all routes current.Iy set by Metro! will remain set until cancelled by the passage of a 

train. 
Points N2 3 & 4 at the Up end of the station will run to normal and the Down Arrival signal N9 104 will 

clear to the Down platform and be automatically set into the fleeting mode. Down trains will then be 

automatically signalled to the Down platform and then locally to either Epping or Hurstbridge. 

Up trains from Epping or Hurstbridge will be signalled locally to the Up platform and from there may be 

signalled to Melbourne, Epping, or Hurstbridge. 
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10.05.1992 

21.05.1992 

10.06.1992 
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The local control panel bas clear and cancel bullons for tbe following routes: 108 to Epping; 108 to 
Heidelberg; 121 to Up Platfom1; 123 to Melbourne; 128 to Epping; 128 lo Heidelberg; and 131 to Up 
Platform. 

All other routes al Clifton Hill will prevented from operating 
Yellow Route Available and Green Signal Clear indications will be dispiayed on the panel. 
A communications panel bas been provided adjacent to the Emergency Pane with access to Metro! and 
Signal Post phones. 
Emergency Operation of Electro-Hydraulic Point Machines 

All points are fitted with facilities to allow manual operation of the points by the Signalman or other 
qualified employee by the use of an emergency point pump handle during failure conditions. 
Amend Master Train Plan General Instructions page 114 and Working Timetable Appendix pages AS, A9, 
and Al3 
This circular supersedes 0.2586/92. 
Ballarat 

(0.2610/92, WN 17/92) 

On Sunday 10.5.92 Signal Post~ 17 was relocated 5 metres in the Up direction. Insert a reference on 
Signalling Diagram~ 8/91. (0.2594/92, WN 17/92) 

South Geelong 
On Thursday, 21.5.92, the Annett Locked points leading from the Main Line to the Goods Sidings 
(Sidings 'C' and 'D') were removed from service. (0.2656/92, WN 19/92) 

Glen Iris 
On Wednesday 10.6.92, Automatic Pedestrian Gates (PPG type) were provided on tbc Up and Dom1 sides 
of the High Street Level Crossing (11.610 km). (0.2798/92, WN 22.92) 

l 1.06.1992 Ballarat 
On Thursday 11.6.92, the interlocked gates at McArtbur Street (119.867 km) were removed from service 
aod replaced with Boom Barriers. The Boom Barriers will be manually operated from Ballarat 'C' Box for 
all train movements (0.2771/92, WN 22/92) 

l 1.06.1992 Maroona - Jackson Loop - Ararat 
On Thursday 11.6.92, Jackson Loop was closed as a Train Order Crossing Loop. The Train Order section 
is now Ararat - Maroona. 
The points at the Down (Ararat) end of Jackson Loop have been spiked reverse. The points at the Up 
(Portland) end have been spiked normal. The TAILS unit, the trail able point machines, and all signs have 
been removed. 
The 40 kph speed instruction for Down trains ·when passing over the Up (Portland) eod of the Loop at 
KMP 222 will still apply. Warning and Caution Boards will not be provided. 

Amend Signalling Diagram 10/90 and the Book of Rules for Train Order Working. 
(0.2760/92. WN 22/92) 

11.06.1992 Sheppar(on 
On Thursday 11.6.92 the foUowing alterations took effect: 
1. The Staff Locks on the points at the Up and Down euds of the Shepparton S.P.C. Sidjng were 

replaced with "D" pattern Annett Locks. 
2. The Staff Locks ou the points at the Up and Down ends of Campbells Siding have been removed 

and the points secured in the nom1al position. (0.2759/92, \VN 22/92) 
13.06.1992 South Geelong 

14.06.1992 

Between 0730 hours, Saturday 13.6.92, and 1700 hours, Wednesday 17.6.92, the following alterations 
took effect: 
1. The Down end Main Line Annett Locked Points were reinstated 50 metres in the Down direction; 
2. The Down end Crossover Points No. 10 were relocated 50 metres in tbe Down direction; 
3. Signal Post No. 5 was relocated 80 metres in the Down direction, and 
4. Signal Posts Nos. 6 & 7 were reinstated as Dwarf Light Signals located 80 metres in the Down 

direction of their former location. 

Insert a reference on Signalling Diagram 38/89 (0.2803/92, WN 22/92) 
Ballarat 
On Sunday, 14.6.92, the following alterations took effect: 
1. Points Nos 16, 18, and 19, leading from the Up Main Line towards Nos 1 & 3 Tracks, were 

abolished. 
2. The Home Signals on the middle and right hand do11s of Posts 30 and 30A (leading from the Up 

Main Line towards 'B' and 'C' tracks respectively) were abolished and black wocxien crosses were 
fixed to the semaphore am1. 

Insert a reference on Signalling Diagram No 8/91. (0.2833/92, WN 23/92) 
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THE VICTORIAN RAILWAYS ELECfRICAL SOCIETY 

J,,fembership of the Victorian Railways Electrical Society was open to all Victorian Railways employees 
interested in electricity and its applications. The society was fanned in 1886 and lasted until 1891. ft 

should not be thought that the Electrical Society was a union, or a precursor to a union. The president of 
the Society was the Telegraph Engineer, Kynaston Lathrop Murray, and one of the vice presidents was 
Alfred William Holmes, Murray's successor as head of the Telegraph Branch. 

The major activity of the Society was the presentation of papers. For the benefit of country members, these 
papers were printed in the society's journal, The Victorian Electrical and Telegraphic Journal. Many of the 
papers were concen:zed with the Victorian Railways telegraph system and a close examination of these 
would probably yield much of signalling interest. A number of papers, however, were directly concerned 
with signalling; and from these I've selected the following two articles. The text of the papers .is 
unchanged, but subheadings hare been added and additional JXlragraph breaks added. 

OUR EARLY SYSTEM OF SINGLE LINE WORKING 

by H. W. Cauty 

Henry Ward Cauty joined the Vict01ian Railways in May 1868 and was an Acting Yard Inspector when this 
article was published in the Society's Journal of December 1889. He eventually became the Goods 
Superintendent (responsible for the operation of the Melbourne Goods Yard) at the beginning of the new 
century. 

As a number of our members are unacquainted with any 
means of conveying trains over a single line, except 
under the present staff system, it bas been suggested to 
me that a brief account of the old way in which single 
lioc traffic was worked would prove interesting. 

The Geelong Line 
How the Geeloog and"Melboume Company managed I 
cannol say, but when the Government purchased the 
line the first step was with a view to secure perfect 
immunity from collisions, and with this view a number 
of operators were obtained from the (then) electric 
telegraph department, and instruments placed al Spencer
street, Newport, Werribee, Little River, West Geelong 
(now North Gee long) and Geelong aod trains were only 
allowed to cross at stations where telegraph 
communication was available. Unfortunately this 
precaution has fallen into disuse during the last ten 
years, although I am glad to say it is now being rapidly 
re-adopted. 

Before a train wa<; allowed to procede on its journey 
a telegram was sent to the station in advance a<;king "is 
line clear;" and until the reply "Yes" was received the 
train was kept back. If the necessary affim1ative was 
given, tbe departure of the train was duly wired on, and, 
if the train had to pass another one coming in the 
contrary direction, the words "line clear on arrival" were 
added to the message.Every train bad to be reported, and 
no train was allowed to leave any station until the 
previous train bad been safely cleared off. If the 
communication by telegraph became interrupted, full 
instructions in writing had to be given to the guard. 

These were the instructions as issued, but by and by 
employes got careless. One of the trains used to leave 
Melbourne for Geelong al 3.30 a.m., and, as rising at 
that hour wa<; unpleasant, it was always taken for 
granted that the line was clear for this particular train; 
so the first train actually dealt with in the proper way 
was the 6.30 a.m. down. It was customary, however, to 
enter up the reports for the 3.30 a.m. in the message 

book, the same as if they had been sent, for the purpose 
of swelling the business, I presume. And about four 
years after the Government purchased the line the plan 
adopted by many stations for book-keeping was to make 
the same entries every day, irrespective of what the 
actual OITh1.S business bad been. This plan was, at all 
events, simple and enabled operators to keep their 
message book written up either a week ahead or drop a 
similar period in arrears; just as was most convenient. 

The experiment of allowing the 3.30 a.m. to run 
without obtaining "line clear" having proved so 
successful, some of the operators became very 
indifferent as to whether they turned up to give or get 
"line clear" for the 6.30 a.m. passenger train. What tl1e 
result of the latter negligence would have been I cannot 
say, but, after about six months of go-as-you-plea'>e, a 
change was made in the staff of two stations and the 
new-comers, not caring to accept the responsibility of 
allowing the passenger train to leave their stations 
without knowing if it bad a clear track to run on, 
decided to report the way things bad been going on. The 
result was that the parties involved were cautioned, and 
were highly indignant that any new-comers should 
expect such care to be taken of the trains, or make such 
a fuss about "line clear" telegrams. 

The 3.30 a.m., however, still ran on without being 
telegraphed, and the old style of book-keeping continued 
till a rather amusing incident terminated the book
keeping arrangement. A stationmaster was calling 
Newport in order to get "line clear" for a special 
passenger train, and, failing to raise that station, be 
a<;ked Spencer-street to bear a hand. Now the inspector 
of our telegraph branch happened to be at the S.P. 
instrument. He asked for full particulars of time spent 
in calling, and also elicited that "line clear" had not been 
obtained for the train which preceded the special. 
Without further ado, the inspector proceeded to 
Newport, called the stationmaster there into the office, 
and told him to adjust. The stationma<;ter was highly 
indignant at the imputation of being out of adjustment, 
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asserted he had received the report of the last passenger 
train, knew nothing about the special, and that, if his 
instrument was out of adjustment, it was owing to the 
inspector having interfered with it while his back was 
turned. Of course, the result was an inquiry, and in 
support of his statement re receiving reports of trains 
the stationmaster referred to entries in message book as 
corroborative. So it was then that the authorities 
discovered that all necessary entries for train messages 
were usually entered in the message-book whether the 
telegrams referring to them had been sent or not. 

After this instructions were issued that entries for 
messages sent only were to be made, and a very strict 
check was kept to see that one station's business agreed 
with another's. 

The Echuca Line 
On the Echuca Line the practice was to report the two up 
and down ordinary trains from station to station and get 
"line clear" for all specials. The unfortunate part of the 
business, however, was that usually the up and down 
trains met at Goomong, which was a non-telegraph 
station. 

The North-Eastern Line 
When the North-Eastern line first opened, "line clear" 
had to be obtained for every train, the same as on 
Geeloog line; but the loads taken by engines then were 
small, and as business increased it was found 
impracticable to keep only one train at a time in the 
great distance which existed between some telegraph 
stations. 

So, instead of getting "line clear" for each train, it 
wa, customary, when trains followed each other closely, 
to add the words "Is line clear on arrival," lo each train 
departure report, and, having received the answer "Yes," 
the stationmasters would send on another train in the 
same direction. This mode of working was sufficient to 
prevent two trains meeting if properly carried out; but 
on one occasion a statioomaster did not notice the word 
"Is," and read the message as "Line Clear on arrival," 
and the stationmaster at the other end forgot to get the 
word "Yes" in reply, the result being that each started a 
train, and it was more by luck than an11hiog else that a 
serious collision was averted. 

The North-Eastern line was heavily handicapped by 
the long distances between some of the telegraph 
stations, and by the defective insulation and 
construction of our telegraph line, the Line being in 
some cases miles away from the telegraph poles - in 
fact, it was taken as a matter of course that there would 
be an interruption of some kind during the day 

The Flemington Racecourse Line 
Our race traffic to Flemingtoo was worked on a single 
line from North Melbourne to the Racecourse, a siding 
being put in at Newmarket, and operators stationed at 
North Melbourne, Newmarket and Racecourse. Nearly 
all trains crossed at Newmarket, which station was 
always placed under Inspector Sadler's control, a 
pilotmao being employed between there and the station, 
on each side, who despatched all trains - much as under 
our present Pilotman's Regulations. 

The Staff system 
The staff system a, first introduced was similar to the 
present one, with the exception that the key of the staff 

box was attached to the staff by a chain, and, instead of 
a book being used for tickets, they were printed on 
cardboard, a different colour being used for each section. 

At first the staff could only be suspended or altered 
by traffic manager's orders, then it was found necessary 
to delegate this power to the stationmasters at the chief 
junction and terminal stations, and finally, instructions 
were issued that, when any disarrangement of staff 
occurred, the trains could run under block, which latter 
order continued in force until the Little River accident, 
after which the present staff system came into force, 
which, as you know, vests the power of suspension of 
staff in the district traffic superintendent or heads of 
traffic branch. 

It was rather peculiar that, not long after the staff 
system was fust brought into use, the staff box v>'as 
abolished on the grounds that time was lost stopping 
trains where two of them met in order to open the box 
and get out a ticket. Stalionmastcrs were then ordC'red to 
have their tickets written out ready, before obtaining 
possession of the staff, and to use pieces of paper for 
tickets, as no staff tickets were then being printed, for 
reasons of economy, of course. 

At many stations when early morning trains ran, it 
was usual for the tickets or staff to be left out, 
convenient for the drivers to help themselves, and the 
natural result was that every now and then, the first 
driver would seize the staff and leave his succeeding 
confreres to divide the tickets among them. This 
necessitated the operator getting up - if it happened to 
be a telegraph station - and arranging with the office 
ahead for bringing trains on. 

The North-Eastern line (again) 
After the staff system came into force it was not deemed 
necessary to have an instrument at each staff station, 
and as some of the instruments were shifted, the runs 
between telegraph stations became longer than ever. 
There was, at this time, no instrument between 
Newmarket and Wallao, or between Walla□ and 
Broadford, or Broadford and Seymour. 

Specials were of very frequent occurrence, and some 
amusing cases of sticking up occurred, the most 
frequent and notorious of them being due to a passenger 
train from Melbourne, which was due to reach Essendon 
about 6.0 p.m. At this time there was only a single line 
between Newmarket and &sendon, and the passenger 
train had to meet a goods at the fom1er station every 
night. Now as the goods kept very erratic lime, the 
&sendoo passengers were always in a stale of suspense 
as to when they would get home for tea, for, when the 
goods was late, the intelligence would be wired from 
\Vallan to Newmarket, and sent on to Essendon by a 
messenger who would bring back the staff to 
Newm~et' with him, the passe;gers in the down train 
being detained at Newmarket until the staff arrived. 

I was once pointed out a man who was said (by my 
infom1ant) to have amassed a large fortune by keeping a 
supply of horses at Newmarket and Essendon, which be 
hired to the department whenever the staff had to be 
transported to the other end of the section - i.e. 
Craigicbum or Newmarket. I cannot speak personally 
about this financial business, except to say that £ l was 
the minimum charge for a trip. 

I can, however, assert that the style in which-some 
of the delayed passengers wrote to the papers showed 
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that they had amongst them some men "able to do the 
subject justice." The result of these delays wac; that an 
instrument was placed at Essendon, and complaints of 
delays ceased 

Ballast Trains 
One of the greatest sources of risk in single line 
working lay in tbe fact that, until about six years ago, 
ballast trains ran independent of staff or block, and their 
running was arranged for by inspector of permanent 
way, who was always in charge of the train, and wired 
"crossing orders" to other stations where other trains bad 
to be met. 

On several occasions there were narrow shaves from 
collisions, and finaUy, through lhe carelessness of an 
operator at Maryborougb, a collision took place. 

It was not Lill some time after this, however, that 
ballast trains bad to run under staff regulations. It wa<; 
very convenient and a great -saving of time for a baIJast 
train to pop in and out between ordinary traffic, but the 
risk was too great. At present it is often a matter of 
difficulty for an inspector to get his ballasting done, 
while working under staff and block system, without 
delaying the ordinary traffic. 

The jottings in this short paper are intended merely 
to allow employes to contrast the present and past 
styles of working and note lhe wonderful advance 
towards increased safety that bas been made within the 
last few years. 

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A BLOCK INSTRUMENT 

This article is from the September 1889 issue of the Journal. No author is given, but it is likely to have 
been Charles Ralston. Ralston, the Secretary of the society, apparently made numerous improvements to 
the design of the Winlers instruments and, at this time, was a Block Inspector. 

I was one of fifty instruments that were sent out to the 
Railway Department in 1883. When we arrived at 
Spencer-street we were objects of great interest to the 
telegraph officials. On being taken out of our cases we 
were found to have sustained considerable damage through 
careless packing, the pem1anent magnets having worked 
loose, falJen down, and broken the pivots of the needles. 

After our broken. pars were made good, we were placed 
out in the various block cabins to SE-e how we would act. 
It was soon evident to those who bad charge of us that we 
would require further alterations. The springs of the 
polecbanger or switch were continually breaking, the 
wooden cases warping, and thereby causing tbe relay 
armatures to go out of adjustment. After being so altered 
that we could hardly recognise ourselves, we were placed 
out in the black cabins again. 

I seem to have been a specialJy unfortunate instrument 
for a part of my career. \Vben I had been al work for about 
a monlh my black needle failed. The fitter who came to 
set me right found that the spring was broken. It was 
made of brass; a steel spring was substituted, and I gave 
no further trouble in that particular part. 

One day, however, just as my red needle was shifting, 
a fly lodged on the "stop peg" and suffered decapitation by 
the needle coming down and jamming it. The blood 
coagulated, and caused the needle to stick. A fitter having 
being caIJed to tbe scene of the accident, he removed the 
remains of the fly, and the needle was set in order again. 

Shortly after this a new block worker came to the 
cabin where I was. As soon as be began to signal I knew 
that I would come to grief very quickly. He must have 
been previously a blacksmith's striker or a pugilist, for be 
always let me have it straight from the shoulder. At every 
thrust I felt there was something giving way. It was not 
long before the fuIJ mischief was complete; the bridge of 
the plunger was forced right away from the wood, and, as 
the line contact spring was strained also, the signals could 
nei1her be sent nor received. A fitter was again summoned 
to iny aid, and I was repaired temporarily, and was 
subsequently sent into the workshop to have my weak 

· parfastrengthened 
Aft_er being thoroughly overhauled, I was placed out in 

.., ·· a c~ibin again and worked well till one day a thunderstorm 

occurred, and the lightening fused one of my relay coils. 
The fitter who came to repair me found that one of the 
coils was O.K., so he cut out the defective one and left 
me to work with the one coil till another instrument was 
procured I was taken into the workshop and my daniaged 
coil re-wound. 

My next shift was to a place where the dust wa<; pretty 
plentiful. The block-worker was a person who liked to 
have everything look clean and bright. The second day 
after my arrival be was dusting the case, and in flipping 
bis duster he caught the belJ-bammer and pulled it out of 
adjustment. A fitter set matters to rights again. Next day, 
at dusting time, the bell-hammer was again put out of 
adjustment in tbe same manner. The block-worker seemed 
quite unconscious of being the cause of the trouble. The 
fitter, on arrival, looked around with a critical eye. After 
having tried alJ the screws, etc., to see that they were 
tight and not likely to shift, be glanced al the newly 
dusted case and grasped the situation. Having shown lhc 
innocent the cause of the trouble, and the necessity for a 
little more care whilst dusting, be left me ringing in the 
best manner possible. 

And so I will continue to ring if my friends wilJ just 
Jet my adjustments alone, but pay more attention. to my 
vital parts, especialJy seeing that I do not die for want of 
water in my battery. 

By-the-bye, I had almost forgotten a most eventful 
part of my history. For a few months I was the only 
instrument in a certain booking-office on the Brighton 
line (as the line had not been fully equipped with us), and 
regularly every night I refused to work at about 5.45 or 6 
p.m. And just as the unfortunate fitter would be coming I 
started to work. This went on for some time, until one 
night ( a Saturday) down came the irate fitter, declaring 
that as bis evening had been spoilt he would not leave 
until he got to the bottom of the trouble. So what docs 
be do? Nothing to me whatever, but starts questioning all 
the porters and clerks about their various duties and who 
were present when I went wrong, etc. Then he takes a 
porter to the back of me, where some books were kept, 
and showed him a padlock key, which be was sure caused 

Continued on Page 76 
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MANGALORE 

(Continued from May 1992 Somersault) 

Renewal of lines 
Although the main lines through :Mangalorc were relaid 
with 90 lbs A.S. rail sometime between J 925 and 1928, 
by 1939 it appears that the points aod crossings in the 
ma.in line were in such a bad stale that renewal was 
necessary. Advantage was taken of this to alter tile 
junction layout to eliminate tbe diamond crossing in the 
down main line. 

The first stage of the rearrangement was brought into 
use on 2 February 1939 when catch 36 and ground disc 46 
were abolished. The band points leading from Siding A to 
Nos 2 to 4 Roads were connected to tbe frame as points 
36 and a new post 4B with one disc (46) was provided in 
the rear of these points. 

The splitting distant was abolished twelve days later. 
Post 2 was replaced by a new straight post 151 yards 
further out from the station and was probably motor 
operated from this date. This new distant could only be 
cleared for North East line trains. On 29 March, tbe up 
distant from tbe North Eastern line was moved 171 yards 
further out and motor operated. 

The lead from tbe down line to Nos I and 2 Roads 
was removed on 18 April. A new crossover was provided 
from the down main line to what had been Siding 'A'. No 
2 Road was slewed to connect with this road and a 
crossover was provided between No 2 Road and No 1 
Road. An additional two discs were provided on Post 4B. 
Post 4C was also provided (it was relocated 38 yards 
further south on 4 May). It was probably at this time that 
Post 4 was replaced by a new post on the down side of 
the line. 

The diamond crossing to lhe up line was abolished on 
27 April. This was replaced by a crossover between the 
up and down main lines and a lead from the down main 

~ 

line to No l Road. It is likely that Bracket post 5 was 
replaced with a new straight post at this time. 

The alterations were completed on 25 July 1939 when 
track locking was provided. The down North East line 
was track circuited from the down distant signal to the up 
North East line distant: the up North East line was track 
circuited out 10 the up starting signal: and Nos J & 2 
Roads were track circuited out to the up Goulbum Valley 
line distant. All the arrival home signals, as well as 
bomes 7 and 11 and distant 5, were fitted with reversers. 
The final layout is sbown in Figure 7. 

The First Army Siding 
During the Second World War a number of sidings were 
constructed in the vicinity of Seymour lo serve the nearby 
Army bases. One such facility was constructed at 
Mangalore in 1941. Siding A was slewed and extended to 
fom1 a three track yard. 1be two outside roads were used 
for loading and were equipped wilb long side plat forms 
and end loading ramps. The centre road was the engine 
release road. The facility was apparently designed as a 
traosbipmenl point for complete trainJoads as no 
marshalling yard or storage sheds were provided. New 
connections and signals were provided so that trains could 
arrive from the North East line straight into the new 
sidings and depart directly to the north. 

Alterations at Maogalorc commenced on 13 February 
1941 when Post 5B was relocated 88 yards further out. 
1bis Post was now located near the fouling point of the 
up main line and increased the length of trains which 
could stand at Post 5B without fouling Points 33. To 
allow construction of the lead from the down line lo 
Siding A, Post 4 wa, relocated 200 feet southwards on 16 
February, wbile Post 4B was relocated a similar distance 
twelve days later. According to the Weekly Notice, the 

I.Plunger lock OB W 
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Figwc 7. The layout in 1939. The junction has been rearranged. the spliuing distanls abolished, and the main lines 
lracklocked. 
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Figure 8. At maximum extent, 1944. The first Army Sidings (Sidings '.A') were provided in 1941. The middle road of 
these sidings were extended to form the Wheat Storage Siding in 1944. On the other side of the line, the second Army 
Siding was provided off the Loop Siding in 1942 

Army sidings were brought into use on 6 April. The 
signalling alterations may not have been complete at this 
time, however, a'> both the Interlocking Regi,;ter and the 
Interlocking Sketch state that the alterations were brought 
into service on 7 May. 

For departing Army trains, a new crossover (worked 
by two levers - 42 and 43 - due to the distance from the 
box) wa,; provided between Siding A and the down main 
line. A new disc on Post 5 (fom1erly 4C - all the signal 
posts were renumbered) read over this crossover to Post 
10. 

For up trains arriving direct into the the new siding, a 
new disc 24 applied from the North East line onto the 
down line. A new ground disc, Post 6, signal 25, the□ 
applied from the down line into Sidings A. A new disc on 
Post 9 applied from No 1 road to ground di,c 6. 

To allow trains to shunt between the down main line 
and the new Army siding without restricting the 
acceptance of down trains from Seymour, the distant 
signal on Post 2 was converted to an outer home. A new 
down distant, motor operated, was provided 700 yards 
further out. As the new outer home signal was well over 
440 yards from the first set of points, the special 
instructions at Mangalore were withdrawn and down trains 
could be accepted at any tinie provided the down line wa,; 
clear to Post 4. 

The second Army Siding 
A second Am1y Siding was constructed in I 942. This 
siding served an Army store house on the East side of the 
line. The siding left the Loop siding, crossed the Hume 
Highway, and curved southwards 180 degrees to a loading 
platform. A loop siding wa.<; provided on the down side of 

· the siding before the loading platform. 
A disc signal on a nc.'w post (10B) controlled 

movements from the new defence siding towards the 
Loop. Catch poinL,; were provided ahead of the disc. To 

work this signal, and the catch points, levers 3 and 4 were 
unboarded and installed. 

An additional ground disc, 6B, was provided for 
movements from the up line across crossover 39 to either 
the down platform or Goulbum Valley line. This allowed 
trains from the new defence siding to run straight out of 
the siding onto the up main line via the Loop and the 
Annett locked points and then set back into the yard. Th::: 
ground disc was worked by lever 26. Hitherto, this lever 
had worked the top disc on Post 13. Both discs on this 
post were now worked by lever 27, which disc actuaUy 
cleared wa<; selected by the position of points 22. 

The signalling relating to the Defence Siding was 
brought into use on 22 September 1942, though the 
siding was not available for use until 12 October. 
Flashing light signals across the busy Hume Highway 
were provided ten days later. Operation of the flashing 
light signals was controlled by the point lever, No 4, 
rather than the signal lever No 3. 

Grain Storage Siding 
A siding to serve an emergency grain store was provided 
in July 1944 for the Australian Wheat Board. The siding 
was a 4450' extension of t11e centre road of the 1941 
Army Sidings. A single lead of 2700 feet was provided, 
then a loop siding of 450 feet long by-passing the 
weighbridge, and then a shunting neck of 1300 feet. 

Post War Years 
The original level crossing at 68 miles 41 chains on the 
Goulbum Valley line (well beyond the distant) was 
replaced with a new crossing 30 chains (3/8 mile) closer 
to Mangalore on 24 August 1945. This level crossing 
was relocated a further 5 chains closer to the station in 
April 1947 and was now known by the railways as 
Mangalore West Road. On its new alignment, this road 
also crossed the North East line. A new level crossing, 
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Figure 9. This diagram shows the Standard Gauge and associated signalling, brought fully into use in 1963. The only 
additions to be made after this diagram were the flashing lighr signals on the North East line at Mangalore H-'est Road 
(1980). This was balanced by the disconnecrion of rhc flashing light signals on !he Army Siding (1978). The down end 
connection lo !he Loop Siding was removed when Poinrs 33 were renett'ed as high speed poinrs (1974). Pas! 11 H·as 
rclocarcd on the down side of the level crossing in 1980 wi!h rhe provision of flashing lighrs. Nos 3 & 4 Roads. 
Crosso,·er 34!35, and associarcd signalling were officially abo!ishcd in 19S3 b;11 were no/ removed.- Mos! of rhc sidings 
and signals were removed in 1988, leaving only the up and down main lines and No 1 Road. Officially the Loop siding 
was intact, although rhe Standard Gauge crossing was out of use by 1987. 

with cattle piL<;, was provided across the North East line 
12 chains further out from tbe existing crossing al the 
down end of the North East line platfom1s. A new station 
access road was provided offMangalore West road and the 
existing crossing was closed and the gates removed. 

On the last day of October 1945, Posts 13 and 14 
were renewed. Post 14 was replaced witb a new lop 
bracket post, replacing the original two am1 straight post. 
The old post, with the arms applying to moves from 
different road<;, was probably one of the last posts of this 
arrangement in Victoria. 

The block section Seymour 'B' Box - Mangalore wa, 
divided when a construction siding at 62 miles was 
provided. This siding was to dump spoil for the 
construction of the new Seymour marshalling yards. A 
pair of block instruments were provided so that spoil 
trains could lock away in the siding. The instruments 
were only switched in when trains were actually working 
the siding. Seymour 'C' Box, controlling the new 
marshalling yard, was brought into use on 26 June 1949. 
It was a block post with full switching facilities. The 
nom1al block hours were from 6.15 pm until 4.30 am the 
next morning, Monday to Friday. 

The Australian Wheat Board's Siding was di,mantled 
by July 1951, although several concrete culverts still 
indicate iL<; p0sition on the down side of the line. 

Tabilk wa,, permanently switched out as a staff station 
in October 1954 and all trains were run using tbe 
Mangalore - Nagambie instruments. Tbe staff and 
switching instruments at Tabilk, however, remained 
intact for nearly a decade and may have been occasionally 
used. Tabilk was permanently closed as a staff station on 

1 April 1964. From that dale Tabilk was available as an 
intermediate telephone block post. Two composite staffs 
were provided in the Maogalore - Nagambie section; one 
each being kept in the instruments at Mangalore and 
Nagambie. 

The class 8 Stationmaster was ,vithdrawo from 
Maogalore on 2 January 1955. The station was then 
staffed by three class 5 Assistant Stationma,ters who 
were supervised by the Stationmaster al Avenel. The 
AS:Ms were, in tum, replaced by signal assistants (signal 
porters) on 14 August 1966. 

The Standard Gauge 
The provision of the Standard Gauge line required few 
alterations at Mangalore. The main problem was fitting 
the new line between the existing station and the Hume 
Highway. This was solved by removing tbe up platfom1 
aod relocating the Loop siding closer to the main line. 
The Standard Gauge line wa<; then laid between tbe Loop 
siding and the highway. 

Tue main signalling alteration al Maogalore involved 
the Army Store Siding which crossed tbe new Standard 
Gauge line on tbe level. On 19 February 1961 tJ1e points 
in the loop siding and the catch points in the siding were 
disconnected from the signalbox. Post IOB was removed. 
Movements to ::md from the siding were now controlled 
by a three lever ground fr,1me situated adjacent to the 
points in the Loop Siding. Point indicators were provided 
at both the catch points and the Loop Siding points. The 
indicator woriing with the catch points was mounted on a 
post to provide additional visibility as the siding ran 
through a shallow culting on the cast side of the 
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Lever When Locks Releases 
Normal Reversed Bothways Nonnal 

(I) 

(2) 

3 4 
4 3 
5 6,7,12 
6 17, 18 20 5 

34 35,39 
7 18,35,38,39 Ii., 5 
8 17,20 19,34,40 

9 10,1 I, 12 
10 14 33,39,AL 9 
11 39,AL 9 
12 39 5,9 
( 13) , ' 
14- 33 10,24,51 
(15) 
( 16) 

17- 20 27,45,4 7,48,49,50 6,8 
18- 34,35 46 6,7,29,30,50 
19- 20 8,45,47,48 21 
20 6,46,49,50 8, 19,45,4 7,48 
21 19 22,23 
22 21 23 27 
23 21 22 27 
24 14,25,33,38 35,51 
25 41,43 32 24,30 
26 33,38,39 35 
27 17 

22 23 
28 36,37 34,42,45 
29 18,34,36,37 42 
JO 18,25,35,38 
31 36,42 
32 33,38,41,43 25,35 
JJ 10 24,26,32,51,52 
34 8.28,35,40,45 6,29,46 
35 39 24,26,32,34,52 6, 7,30,50 
36 3 1,40,44 28,29,45,46 
37- 34,36,40 28,29,45,46,48 
38- 35,39 7, 24,26,30,32,50,52 
39 I 0, 11,42,52 6,7,26 
40 8,34,36,42,52 4S 
41- 40,42,43 25,32,48,50,52 
42 28,29,31,39,40,44, 43 

45,46,52 
43 42 25,32 
44 31,36,42 
45 20,36,37 17, 19,28,34,42 
46 34,36,37 18,20,42 
47 20 17, 19 53 
48 20,37,40,41 17, 19 
49 17,20 
50 18,35,38,41 17,20,39,40,42 53 
51 14,33 24 54 
52 33,38,41 35,39,40,42 53,54 
53 54 

50,52 48 
48,52 50 

48,50 52 
54 51,52,53 
Annett Lock 7, 10,11 

Figure JO. When the SRS toured between }Vangara//a and Seymour the Block Inspector noted that Mangalore frame was a 
------- to work due to the odd locking between the levers. This is the table of locking for Mangalore from 19 Februal)' 
1974 -v.·hen the lead from the North Eastern line to the Loop Siding was removed. The layout of the table is basically the 
same as that used by the Victorian Railways, but additional information has been added to nw/.:e the locking easier to 
follow. As an example of how to read the table, consider the locking on Lever 6. This can l,e read as ''\Vhen reversed, 
lever 6 always locks levers 17 and 18 reversed and lever 20 normal. If lever 34 is normal when lever 6 is reversed. lever 
6 also locks levers 35 and 39 reversed. Reversing lever 6 partially frees lever 5 to be reversed. 
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highway. Tbe flashing lights at the Hume Highway level 
crossing were converted to manual operation and were 
worked by pushbuttons situated near the ground frame. 

The ground frame was released by a mechanical 
crosslock worked by No 4 lever in tbe Mangalore frame. 
This lever, in tum, was released by No 3 lever which was 
to be electrically crosslocked with the Standard Gauge 
CTC panel at Spencer Street. The Standard Gauge line 
was brought into use for goods trains o□ 3 January 1962. 
At this stage, the CTC signalling bad not been 
commissioned and the goods trains were worked between 
Seymour Loop and Longwood Loop using miniature 
electric staff instruments. It appears that the grade 
crossing at Mangalore was spiked out of use at this time. 
Tbe points were shown thus on the Diagram issuyd on 20 
September 1962 when the electric staff was replaced by 
pilot staff working. At this date the two signals 
protecting the Mangalore grade crossing were in use as 
automatic signals ES3607 (down) and ES3664 (up). CTC 
was brought into use north of Seymour Loop on 4 
February 1963 and the Mangalore grade crossing seven 
days later. At this time, the electric crosslock with the 
CTC panel was provided and the automatic signals 
converted into home signals. 

Decline 
The final 20 years of the history of Mangalore were 
typical of Victorian stations. No changes to the 
equipment were made until equipment needed renewal. 
Tben, equipment still necessary would be replaced and 
other equipment abolished. Often the abolished equipment 
would be left in situ as this was cheaper than recovering 
i I. 

Lockbars 17, 19, 37 and 38 were replaced by track 
circuits and lever locks on 30 August 1967. Lockbars 14 
and 18 were similarly replaced on 19 November. On the 
same date, Lockbar 16 was abolished and the plunger on 
Points 33 was worked by lever 14. 

Points 33 were renewed as high speed points on 19 
February 1974 and relocated 230 feet further north. Post 
11 was relocated 200 feet further north on the same day. 
Tbe down end connection from the North East line to the 

. Loop Siding was removed and disc 13 was removed from 
Post 11. Levers 13 and 15 became spare. The up 
automatic staff exchanger was moved 72 feet closer to tbe 
station. Post JI was subsequently relocated to a new 
position north of Mangalore The Signal box diagram at 
this time is shown in Figure 11. The locking table is 
shown in Figure 10. West Road on I 6 July 1980. This 
was in preparation for the provision of flashing lights at 
this road eight days later. 

On 26 August 1974 Seymour 'C' Box was 
permanently closed and the permanent block section 
become, once again, Seymour 'B' Box - Mangalore. 

The points to the Army Store Siding were spiked 
around June 1978 and the flashing light signals protecting 
the Hume Highway level crossing were disconnected. Tbe 
station staff were instructed to manualJy flag the crossing 
if it was necessary for a train to shunt the Army Store 
Siding. 

The Seymour Freight Gate had opened on the 6 
February 1974 and Mangalore would have been closed for 
less than car load goods from that date. Mangalore was 
closed to passenger traffic in early October 1982. 

Nos 3 and 4 roads were abolished on 31 May 1983. 
Points 21 was spiked nonnal and a baulk was provided in 
No 4 Road just beyond No 36 points. On the same day, 
the crossover leading from No 1 Road towards Sidings 'A' 
was abolished. Points 34 were spiked nom1al and the 
down end of crossover 35 was disconnected from iL5 lever 
and spiked reverse. All of the abolished equipment was 
still intact in March 1987. 

A staff balancing magazine was provided on the 
Mangalore - Avenel section on JO October 1985. No 
balancing magazine could be provided on the Nagambic 
section as it was worked using large electric staff 
instruments. I was told t.bat the down Goulbum ValJey 
line goods trains were often combined which lead to the 
staffs accumulating at Mangalore. The necessitated regular 
balancing by the electrical fitter and on one day when I 
visited Mangalore the instrument only held 5 staffs. The 
composite staffs in the Nagambie section were still 
available. In January 1981 a composite staff exchange 
box had been provided at Nagambie and Murchison East 
and by November trains were being worked between 
~fangalore and Toolamba on the composite staffs on 
Saturdays and Sundays. Tabilk continued to be available 
as an intem1ediate block post until sometime l,etween 
August 1986 and July 1987. 

Two of the three distant signals at Maogalore had been 
motorised since 1939. On 15 February 1987 the third 
distant, the up distant from the Goulbum Valley line, was 
fitted with a motor. This distant had been electricalJy lit 
since 30 June 1980, saving a long walk for the signalmen 
when lamping. It is known that signals 12, 48, 50, and 
52 were electrically lit on 16 August 1982. It is not 
known when signals 9, 53, and 54 were electrically lit, 
but a 'power out' indicator for signal lamps was provided 
in the box in July 1949. 

Sometime between November 1986 and March 1987 
the platfom1 faces were removed. Metal staff exchange 
platforms were provided for band exchanging staffs. 

Closure 
The yard remained largely intact until April 1988. On the 
19th of that month the up morning Cobram Pass was 
derailed while passing over crossover 39. The locomotive, 
N462, tore up about 100 metres of track and demolished 
ground disc post 6. Both the North East line and the 
Goulbum Valley line were closed until 1547 that 
afternoon. 

The nearest source of replacement rail and point . 
fittings was No 2 Road. This road was "officially" 
abolished the next day. Points 20, 34, 36, 40, 42, and 43, 
plunger 37, and signals 8, 24, 25, 28, 32, and 44-48 were 
abolished. Levers 17, 18, and 41 became pilot levers. 
Oddly, signals 27, 29, 46, and 48 bad been removed on 7 
April 1988. The redundant sidings and signalling were 
quickly removed except for the former Sidings 'A'. 

The only remaining siding al Mangalore, the loop 
siding on the east side of the line, was never officially 
abolished. Lever 3, the CTC crosslock lever, had been 
sleeved normal on 3 February 1983. The standard gauge 
diamond had probably been removed by early 1987, 
although the date does not appear to have been officially 
recorded. The two standard gauge home signals were 

(Continued on Page 76) 
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ODDS&ENDS 

The following odds and ends have been taken from the Station Order Books kept by the Superintendent of 
Safeworf...-ing from the mid 1920s to the mid 1970s. These books are now in the AFUl.E collectiion held at 
The University of Melbourne Archives. 

Preliminary Casualty Rep011, Kingston, 8.11.1929 

At 9.45 a.m., during shunting operations with No 8 
(BaUarat - Daylesford) Mixed, whilst loaded trucks were 
being cleared from Tyner's Cbaff Siding at BaUarat end of 
Station, the transition coupling oo truck 7385 'IA' lifted 
off adjoining truck and trucks 7385 'IA', 12157 'I', and 
13825 'I' (loaded chaff) ran away on Main Line, passing 
through Allandale, Broomfield, aod North Creswick aod 
finally came to rest on Level Crossing inside Home 
Signal at Creswick at 9.53 am., 2 minutes after arrival at 
latter station of the 8 a.m. Maryborough - B aUarat Mixed. 

If the times are correct, this gives an average speed of 
roughly 50 mph for the 6 314 miles between Kingston 
and Creswick. The peak speed would, of course, have 
been higher still. Quite possibly these three trucks were 
the fastest vehicles ever to operate on this line! 
Instructions were issued on 29.11.1929 to prevent a 
recurrence. These instructions were not in the Order 
Books, but the replacement instructions were. Note the 
implication in the new instructions that the only change 
is that the Stationmaster, Kingston, no longer had to ride 
the outermost shunting vehicle! 

Memo from District Superintendent, Ballarat, to SMs 
Ballarat and Kingston dated 6.7.1932 (8/16711 & 9/3713) 

In connection with the placing at and clearing from of 
vehicles at Tyner's Siding at your station, the following 
instructions arc to be rigidly observed io future:-

( I) The air brake is to be in operation through all 
vehicles being placed at or cleared from the siding. 

(2) A competent employe, in this case the Guard, is to 
ride on the furtbermosl vehicle from the Engine and be 
prepared to place down the Hand Brake on a sufficient 
number of vehicles. 

Please see the instructions in General Appendix, pages 
441-2, in connection with shunting at incline stations. 

In accordance with Clause 4, the Station-master will 
be held personally responsible for seeing that the 
shunting operations to aod from the siding are carried out 
strictly in accordance v.rith the instructions quoted. 

Previously (see my memo of 29/11/29), it was the 
Station-master's duty to ride on the leading vehicle aod 
this has now been amended as above [ ... ] 

During the depression, a number of short sections of line 
were regraded to provide reliefH·orkfor the unemployed. 
One such section was the hill just to the south of 
H'oomelang. The Commissioners' Report for the year 
ending 30 June 1933 notes that this regrading work "will 
permit of a single 'N' class engine hauling from 
Woomelang to Donald the load which at present is hauled 
from Donald to Warrenheip by two 'C' class engines, the 
journey to Geelong being completed by one engine." The 
following A circular details the signalling arrangements 
adopted to allow the Ballast Train to occupy the Main 
Line with as little delay to normal sen1ices as possible. 
No mention is made in the Order Book of when this 
arrangement tenninated, but the Bank Engine Key at 
Woomelang was taken out of use in late February 1934. 

Al969/33 dated 1 November 1933 

Cm:yo ... W oomelang Section 

Regrading of Line between :Mileage 240 and 241, on Up 
side of Woomelaog. 

In order to pem1it of the Ballast Train employed on 
the above work being satisfactorily operated, a Divided 
Staff will be placed in the Electric Staff Instrument at 
Woomelang. 

On Wednesday, 8th November, and daily thereafter 
until further notice (Sundays excepted), 239 1/2 Mile 
Post will be opened and closed as a Staff and Ticket 
Station as arranged by the Station-.Master, Woomelang 

On each occasion that 239 1/2 :Mile Post is to be 
opened or closed as a Staff Station such must be arranged 
in accordance with the instructions contained in pages 
643 ... 645 of the General Appendix, as modified in 
Instruction 19 of Weekly Notice No 22/28, and wben 
opened the staff sections will be Curyo -- 239 1/2 M..ile 
Post and 239 1/2 t.1ile Post ... Woomelang and will be 
worked under the Train Staff and Ticket System, 
Appendix II, Book of Rules and Regulations, and the 
further instructions shown hereunder. 

A suitable Cabin will be provided at t1ileage 239 l/2 
and will be connected by telephone to Curyo and 
\Voomelaog Stations. 

A Dovm. Home Signal will be provided at 239 1/2 
Mile Post. 

A Location Board, of triangular shape aod with the 
following lettering printed on the base of the board 
"STAFF STATION AT 239 1/2 MILES. LOCAL 
BALLAST MUST NOT PASS THIS BOARD," will be 
erected at 240 miles. The Location Board is provided to 
remind Crews of Up trains of the location of the Special 
Staff Station, but such Location Board will not apply to 
Up trains operating under the Electric Staff System when 
239 1(2 Mile Post is closed as a Staff Station. 

Before an Up Through train is despatched from 
Woomclang during the time tbat 239 1/2 Mile Post is 
open as a Staff ~d Ticket station, the Signalman at 
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Woomelang must, in addition to complying with the 
Staff and Ticker Rules for the Section Woomelang - 239 
l/2 Mile Post first confer with the Signalman at 239 1/2 
Mile Post and ascertain that the latter is in possession of 
the Train Staff for the section 239 1/2 Mile Post - Curyo. · 
The messages exchanged in this connection to be written 
down on the proper telegraph form, which form must be 
forwarded to the Block and Signal Inspector together with 
the Train Register Book at the end of each period. 

During the time that 239 1/2 Mile Post is open as a 
Staff Station, the Signalman must not place the Down 
Home Signal to proceed for a Down train until the 
Section 239 1/2 Mile Post - Woomelang is clear, and in 
addition, the Signalman at 239 1(2 Mile Post must be in 
possession of the Train Staff for the Section 239 1/2 
Mile Post - Woomelang. 

If two Up trains are to proceed in the same direction 
and the "Acre" message bas not been received from Curyo 
for the preceding train, the Signalman at 239 1/2 Mile 
Post must place three Detonators ten (10) yards apart, on 
ooe rail of the Line and exhibit a Red Hand Signal to the 
Driver. The Detonators must be placed a sufficient 
distance (at least 100 yards) outside the Signalman's Hand 
Signal. When the Section is clear and the Signalman is in 
a position to despatch the Up train in accordance with the 
Staff and Ticket Rules, a Green Hand Signal must, unless 
the Regulations direct otherwise, be exhibited to the 
Driver and Guard and the Detonators removed. 

Special attention is directed to the instructions 
contained in the third paragraph of clause 4, page 643, 
General Appendix, re advising the Driver and Guard of 
each train that the usual Staff Section is divided, that the 
Train Staff and Ticket System is in operation, and that 
239 l/2 Mile Post is a Temporary Staff Station, which 
instructions must be strictly observed by the Signalmen 
at Curyo and Woomelang. 

When a train is despatched from Curyo or Woomelang 
on Ticket, the "Acre" message for such train must not be 
sent to the Staff Station in the rear by the Signalman at 
239 1/2 Mile Post until the train is a quarter of a mile 
beyond the Staff Post aod proceeding on its journey. 

Tiffi LOCAL BALLAST TRAIN OPERA TING IN 
THE SECTION WOOI\1ELANG - 239 1(2 MILE POST 
MUST NOT PROCEED BEYOND THE LOCATION 
BOARD AT 240 MILES, AND ON EACH OCCASION 
THE DRIVER MUST BE IN POSSESSION OF THE 
TRAIN STAFF FOR THE WOOMELANG - 239 1/2 
MILE POST SECTION. 

On each occasion the Ballast Train is permitted to 
enter the Section and the next train will be an Up train, 

the Guard of the Ballast Train must be definitely 
instructed as to the time the Ballast train is to return to 
Woomelang. If the Signalman at Woomelang later 
receives infomrntion that the next Up train is running late 
and that the Ballast Train can work for a longer period, he 
must promptly inform the Signalman at 239 1/2 Mile 
Post so that the arrangements can be made by the latter 
for the Way and Works Branch employe under his control 
to advise the Guard of the Ballast Train of the altered time 
of bis return to Woomelang. If the next train is a Down 
train, the Signalman at 239 1/2 Mile Post must keep in 
close with [sic] the Signalman at Curyo and must arrange 
for the return of the Ballast Train to Woomelang in time 
to avoid any delay to the Down Train at 239 1/2 .Mile 
Post. In such a case the employe in .charge of the :Motor 
Tricycle must be in atlendance at 239 1/2 Mile Post to 
motor the Signalman to the Ballast Train. The Signalman 
to take with him the Staff Ticket Box, and on arrival at 
the train be will obtain the Staff from the Driver and 
issue a Ticket for the train to return to W oomelang, and 
when the Ballast train bas departed, the Signalman to then 
return to 239 1/2 Mile Post with the Train Staff, which 
must be locked away until the "Acre" Message for the 
Ballast Train bas been received from Woomelang. 

The Way and Works Branch will supply a competent 
employe, provided with Motor Tricycle, to act under the 
instruction of the Signalman at 239 1/2 Mile Post. This 
employe to be utilised to convey the Staffs in connection 
with the opening and closing of 239 1/2 1'-1ile Post as a 
Staff Station should there be no suitable train running. 
SM Woomelang to arrange. 

The Down Home Signal at 239 1/2 Mile Post must 
be lighted during Darkness or Foggy weather, and when. 
239 1/2 Mile Post is closed as a Staff Station the Home 
Slgnal must be placed to Proceed and the Signal quadrant 
locked in the "pulled over" position, Whilst 239 1(2 Mile 
Post is open as a Staff Station, the Home Signal must be 
kept at Danger until it is necessary to put it to Proceed 
for tbe passage of a Down train, and on each occasion that 
it is necessary for the Signalman to absent himself from 
the vicinity of the Cabin whilst open as a Staff Station, 

. be must lock the Signal quadrant in the nom1al position. 
The District Superintendent to please arrange for Mr 

Saunders, Block and Signal Inspector, to be in atte.ndance 
at Woomelang on Wednesday, 8th November, to 
supervise the commencement of operations and see that 
all concerned are thoroughly conversant with the above 
instructions. 
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PAINTING, 1910 

The following instructions for painting signalling equipment were contained in the Way and Works Branch 
Instructions effective from 1 November 1910. The 'reversed K' painting of the distant signal will be noted. 

511. Every lever and footplate of interlocking apparatus 
must be properly painted. The standard colours for the gear 
are as follows :-

Lever working signals-Red. 

Lever working points or gates-Black. 

Lever working lockbars-Ligl1t Blue. 

Lever working crosslocks-Top half, Light Blue; bottom 
half, Black. 

Lever working platform indicators-Top half, Red; 
tom half, Black. 

Pilot lever-Top half, "\Vhite; bottom half, Black. 

Spare lever-White. 

Footplate-Black. 

bot-

512. The paint work of every semaphore arm, disc, and 
indicator must be kept bright and clean. Every semaphore 
arm must receive, after painting, two coats of varnish, so 
that it may be cleaned readily at any time, and after cleaning 
it must be re-varnished when necPssary. 

513. The "bar" on tbe front and back of an ordinarv ,um 
must be 10 inches wide and 10 inches from the end o·f the 
arm, thus:-

/lc?o' 1-1/7//e /led FRONT 

[■ ) 
"<--/0-~/0'~ 

110/te '8/aek /f/;//e BACK 

and the b:u on a distant seroaphon• arm must he fishtailed, 
thus:-

Jf//Jde BACK 

514. Every .semaphore mast must be paintecl ,Yhite from 
a line 5 feet aboYe the ground to the top, and b!,,ck from that 
line to tile ground, unless special instructions .ire giYen to 
paint it dark grey. A.11 fittings, such .is lever plates, ro<l 
guides, 1lown rods, brackets, cranks, and blinders must be 
painted plack. 

515. Care must be taken to amid splashing an_y signal 
glass during the painting of any semaphore, disc, or indicator. 

516. Every semaphore at an interlocked place must b<:: 
numbered in accordance with the Jitho. diagram in the signal 
Lox; and every such number must be 12 inches Jong, and 
painted black on a white ground on ti11, and st•cure<l on the 
front and the ·back of masts, 8ft. above the groun<l. EverJ 
such number must be replaced promptly, n-l1ell ;1 mast is re-
11en-ed or altere<l. 
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AN AUTOBIOGRAPY OF A BLOCK INSTRUMENT 

(Continued From Page 66) 

the trouble. He was not far wrong, for every evening it 
was the porter's duty to lock a gate leading to the siding, 
and, instead of hanging the key on a hook, he used to 
throw it behind me, and when the clerks were getting 
their books the key would come against my tem1inal 

screws, and aftcnvards get moved away again. Many of 
my fellow instruments have suffered the same trouble 
from pens, ticket-nippers, tinfoil, etc, being allowed to be 
carelessly about. I believe there is no fault which so 
annoys the block-fitters as iliis lac,t-mentioned one. 

MANGALORE 

(Continued from Page 72) 

renumbered from 23{2 and 23/4 to MGE/2 and MGE/4 on 
22 July 1987. They were converted to controlled 
automatic signals exactly three months later. Tue control 
of these two signals was removed from the CTC panel on 
4 April 1989 and the signals were renumbered ES3609 
and ES3666. The connection from the main line to the 
loop at the up end was never officially abolished, but it 
appears that the main line points and crossing had been 
taken up by early 1989. 

Train Order working replaced the electric staff working 
on the Goulbum Valley line on 2 July 1989. Boards 
indicating the beginning and end of the Train Order 
territory were erected at Mangalore adjacent to Post 15. 
Four large master keys were provided at Mangalore for 
distribution to down goods trains needing to shunt at staff 
locked sidings. The miniature master key for the Tatura 
line points at Toolamba, however, was .kept at Seymour 
'B' box. 

Mangalore was a junction for only another two weeks. 
On 26 July 1989 Mangalore signal box was closed and 

/j/gOONCA 7lJ ,/(CLBOURNE 

Hv.vu,qK.A.-4'· 

-. -{Ip S/G'NALS --

KIZIL.11.£ 
39..lf.E. B. IT. 12 l o: s 

I. 

the junction abolished. The double line between Seymour 
and Mangalore became two single lines; the up line 
became the North Eastern line and the down line the 
Goulbum Valley line. The North Eastern line continues 
to be worked by miniature electric staff instruments (the 
section now being Seymour - A venel). The train order 
working on the Goulbum Valley line was also extended 
to Seymour. 

The signal box was purchased and re-erected at A venel 
although, unfortunately, without its frame. The 
Mangalore pub (opposite the station) purchased a home 
and a distant signal and bad them re-erected in the car 
park. Post 4 was also purchased and re-erected in a yard on 
the west side of the railway line. Little else rem:>.ins 0f 
Mangalore except the mound which formed the platfom1 
and the brick piers. Even the Goulbum Valley line has 
been slewed away from the platfom1 in order lo ease tbe 
sharp curve. 

--/JowN S!GlrALS _._ 
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Figure 12. Mangalore's final Signalbox diagram. 


